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Self-consistent-field Xa-scattered-wave molecular-orbital calculations have been
performed for iron clusters containing four, nine, and fifteen atoms. The convergence of
several properties toward the values for bulk iron has been examined. The dominance of
magnetic effects on the electronic structure is quickly established; even the four-atom
cluster displays the large exchange splitting and high magnetic moment characteristic of
bulk iron. Some other quantities, such as the d- and especially the s-band width,
converge more slowly. For Fe~s all of the major features of the bulk density of states
(DOS) are present in the cluster DOS. The energy positions of the DOS peaks are
sufficiently near those of bulk iron that a qualitative discussion of the binding in bulk
iron may be given in terms of the nature of the cluster wave functions. Spin-density
maps have been generated for Fe~s and these bear a striking resemblance to those derived
from neutron scattering experiments on bulk iron. Values of the contact hyperfine field
have been calculated and, for the peripheral atoms, reasonable agreement with band
theory and with experimental results is found. The experimentally observed increase in

the magnetic moment of iron at high temperature is rationalized on the basis of the
cluster calculation for Fe~q. While one is able to obtain much insight into the properties
of bulk iron by examining those of Fe~s, there are also some clear differences due to the
finite size of the cluster. The central atom has an excess negative charge of about one,
and most of this extra charge is of minority spin, leading to a magnetic moment which is
much smaller than those for the peripheral atoms. The local density of states at the
central atom is also atypical as is the detailed form of the spin density and the value of
the contact hyperfine field. Overall the peripheral atoms are more bulklike than the
central atom despite the fact that they are missing some nearest neighbors. Non-spin-
polarized calculations for Fe~s lead to a better understanding of why iron is ferromagnetic
through a Stoner-type analysis. For paramagnetic Fe~& the Fermi level is situated very
near the overall maximum of the DOS. Moreover the cluster wave functions at eF are
antibonding and hence highly localized in space, which would lead to a large value for
the cluster "Stoner integral. " Thus a rationalization for the instability of paramagnetic
iron has been obtained in terms of quantum chemical concepts.

I. INTRODUCTION

The body of knowledge concerning the properties
of small aggregates of atoms has advanced to the
point that it is appropriate to speak of "cluster sci-
ence." A cluster may be defined as an aggregate

containing at least two atoms and at most the
number of atoms required to yield a value of a
property which is indistinguishable from that of a
bulk sample, within the accuracy of a given experi-
ment. Hence, beyond a certain number of atoms,
which will in general be different for each type of
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measurement, the addition of further atoms will

have a negligible effect on an intensive property of
the aggregate. If one considers a cluster which is
just large enough to yield the bulk value of a prop-

erty, then for that particular property, studying the
cluster is equivalent to studying a bulk specimen.
If the cluster study can be made more easily than a
bulk study, or if the theoretical framework neces-

sary to interpret the results is conceptually simpler
or computationally more convenient, then it is

clearly advantageous to study the cluster. That is,
clusters may be, and have been, used as models for
the study of bulk phenomena. ' On the other
hand, one is often interested, both theoretically and
in practical applications, in the properties of clus-

ters in the size range where convergence to the
bulk values of properties has not yet been attained.
The prime example of this type of interest is in the
field of heterogeneous catalysis. The catalytic
properties of smooth extended surfaces of a metal
can be radically different from those of small parti-
cles. In this situation one is interested in the in-

trinsic properties of a cluster and the emphasis is
often placed on differences of these properties,
compared with those of the bulk metal or of an in-

finite surface. Other examples of studies in which
cluster properties are examined in their own right
may be found in the rapidly developing field of
cluster beams. It is now possible to prepare
beams of metal clusters having a very narrow size
distribution. Experiments are being planned to
measure some of the properties of these clusters so
that there is now a clear and direct interest in cal-
culations of the properties of clusters per se. These
are important experiments, not only because some
of the properties of the clusters may be interesting
and of potential technological utility but also since
they will provide unambiguous tests of the various
cluster calculations which are being performed.

The majority of the calculations of the electronic
structure of metal clusters has been made within

the framework of molecular-orbital theory and
prominent among these have been studies' using
the self-consistent-field Xa-scatte'red-wave method
(SCF-Xo,-SW). Calculations on metal clusters us-

ing this method have proven to be of value in a
variety of contexts and several reviews of these ap-
plications exist. Of most relevance to the present

paper is the study of Messmer et al. ' on clusters of
Cu, Ni, Pd, and Pt containing up to thirteen
atoms. It was found that even such small clusters
contain much of the essential physics of the bulk
metals, for these particular metals and for the

properties considered ("low resolution" density of
states, photoemission, existence and approximate
value of magnetic moments). However, as pointed

out in Ref. 1, the small size of the clusters does

manifest itself in several ways; for example, there is

a large charge imbalance between the central atom
and its neighbors.

The thirteen atom clusters considered in Ref. 1

represent the smallest cluster which retains the lo-

cal symmetry present in the bulk fcc metals. The
degree of agreement with bulk properties which
was found for Cu», Ni», Pd», and Pt» lends con-
fidence that similar studies of other transition met-

als should yield a useful level of convergence to-
ward the bulk, and that the information represent-

ed by the cluster eigenvalues and wave functions

might provide an adequate framework for a local,
chemical-bonding interpretation of some of the
properties of the transition metals. Compared
with band-theoretical treatments, cluster calcula-
tions possess several advantages provided that the

property under investigation is sufficiently localized
that a relatively small cluster yields bulklike results.
For clusters in the size range mentioned above a
calculation is computationally less demanding
than a band calculation. Wave-function and
charge-density information is more readily extract-
ed from a cluster calculation and these may yield
explanations of solid-state phenomena in terms of
quantum chemical concepts providing either new

interpretations or at least complementary informa-
tion to that which may be extracted from band
theory. Finally, the (point-group) symmetry condi-
tions imposed on the cluster wave functions are
less restrictive than the (space-group) conditions
imposed by the periodicity of the solid in a band
calculation. This allows the cluster wave functions
a certain amount of variational freedom to localize
in different parts of the cluster and in some appli-
cations this is beneficial or even crucial.

We are currently carrying out an extensive, mul-

tifaceted program of calculations on metal clusters
containing up to about twenty atoms (and some-
times more}. Because of their central importance
in several fields (e.g., catalysis, metallurgy, magne-
tism) our effort is currently focused on the transi-
tion metals of the iron series. The entire 3d series
is being treated in order to evince the systematics.
The results of these calculations can serve many
purposes and we are examining their possible im-

plications (both as models for bulk metals and in

their own right) for (i) the conceptual basis by
which the chemical bonding in metals may be un-
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derstood, (ii) the understanding of metallic surfaces
and chemisorp'ion thereon, (iii) the interpretation
of valence and core photoelectron spectra, (iv)

understanding of the magnetic properties of the
clusters, the bulk metals, and metallic surfaces, in-

cluding the effects of changes in pressure and tem-
perature and changes of phase, and (v) comprehen-
sion of at least certain electronic aspects of the
transport properties (conductivity and supercon-
ductivity) of metals.

We have to date completed the basic calculations
for clusters of all of the 3d transition metals except
Mn (because of its complicated crystal structure—
58 atoms in the unit cell). These clusters contain
thirteen atoms for the fcc and hcp metals and fif-

teen atoms (first and second neighbors) for the bcc
cases. This paper is concerned with iron clusters,
but before treating this element in detail it is worth
establishing perspective by pointing out a few gen-
eralities which have so far been gleaned from the
series of calculations. The details will be given in

forthcoming publications. Overall, the degree of
similarity of the cluster results to those of band
theory is, as expected, similar to that found for

Cu», Ni», Pd», and Pt». For each element we
find a relatively narrow band, originating from the
d orbitals. This is overlapped in all cases by a few

levels representative of the broader s-p band. There
is a reasonable correspondence between the cluster
density of states (DOS) and the coarse structure of
the DOS from band calculations. The clusters
mimic to a very high degree the gross magnetic
properties found in the bulk metals. That is, calcu-
lations for Sc», Tii'3, V&5, and Cu» either con-
verged to a closed-shell configuration or, for those
clusters having an odd number of electrons, con-
verged, when spin polarization was allowed, to a
state having a single extra majority-spin electron
and a negligible exchange splitting of correspond-
ing up-spin and down-spin levels. Hence these
clusters may be labeled nonmagnetic in agreement
with the behavior observed for the bulk metals.
Spin-polarized calculations for Fe», Coi3, and Ni»
all exhibit large exchange splittings and appreciable
net-spin electron numbers in agreement with the ob-
served ferromagnetism of the bulk metals. The ex-
change splitting and the magnetic moment are
largest for Fe», intermediate for Co», and smallest
for Nii3 in agreement with the results of spin-
polarized band calculations. The calculated aver-
age net-spin electron numbers per atom are 2.7 for
Fe», 1.6 for Coi3, and 0.5 for Ni» which may be
compared with experimental bulk values of 2.2,

1.7, and 0.6, respectively. Cr», as is discussed in
detail elsewhere, ' is magnetic and the moments
which may be attributed to each of the three shells
of atoms in the cluster have the alternation in sign
characteristic of an antiferromagnet.

Along with these points of similarity between the
cluster results and either experimental results for
the bulk metals or the results of band theory, for
each of the clusters mentioned above it is possible
to isolate a number of differences mused by the fi-

nite cluster size. The central atom always has an
excess of electrons and in the cases so far examined
its local density of states (LDOS) is less similar to
that of the bulk metal than are the LDOS for the
peripheral atoms. This is contrary to the intuitive
notion that the central atom, since it has its full

complement of nearest neighbors should be most
bulklike. In fact the lack of coordinative satura-
tion for the exterior atoms of the cluster implies
that some electrons, which in the bulk metal would

be involved in bonding interactions with atoms
that are absent in the cluster, are free to migrate to
the central atom. Calculations on larger clusters

[Cu]9 (Ref 1) Al]9 A143 (Ref. 2)] indicate that
this effect will persist to quite large aggregates.
The results for the magnetic properties of the 3d
clusters also reveal that there is an imbalance in

the spin density between the various atoms of the
clusters; all of the atoms do not have the same
magnetic moments. This will be discussed in de-

tail below for Fe and in forthcoming publications
for the other elements.

The above brief sketch of some of the cluster
results is indicative that useful information about
the electronic structure and magnetic behavior of
the transition metals can be extracted from cluster
calcuations. In the remainder of the paper we will

consider in detail the results for iron clusters and

quantify some of the above discussion.
Because of its high natural abundance, iron is

the workhorse of metallurgy and probably the sin-

gle most important metal technologically. It is
also the prototype of itinerant ferromagnets and ex-
planations of its magnetic behavior have been
sought for centuries" and are still being sought.
In particulate form iron is used as a catalyst for
many industrially important reactions' including
the synthesis of ammonia from nitrogen and hydro-
gen (Haber process) and of high molecular weight
paraffins from carbon monoxide and hydrogen
(Fischer-Tropsch process). In biology small iron-
sulfur clusters form the active centers of the nitro-

gen fixation enzymes, and ferredoxins. ' In the
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recording industry» part1clcs of 110Q form thc basis
of the pigments used in the latest generation of
magnetic tapes. ' There is therefore a clear need
for a better understanding of the properties of iron
in its various states of aggregation.

A complete account of the properties of iron
IIlust 1nclU«Ic, 01 cvcn bc doID1natcd by, 8 discus-
sion of IDagnctic properties. Indeed the chcID1cal
properties of iron such as its catalytic activity can-
not bc divofccd fI'GID 1ts IDagnct1c piopcftics S1ncc
the ferromagnetism leads to shifts in the energy
lcvcls duc to thc spin polRfizat10Q %'hich Rfc of thc
ofdcf of an CV of morc. Thcsc changes in orbital
clcctfoQcgat1v1ty fclativc to thc pafaroRgnctic case
have profound efkcts on the interactions between
Rn 11on paft1clc of surface and thc'admolccules of
interest in catalytic processes. A complete quan-
titative treatment of the finite temperature magnet-
ic behavior of the transition metals does not pre-
sently cx1st, although considerable pfoglcss hRs

been made in recent years. The magnets of the
iron series have proven to be particularly prob-
lematic s1ncc thc 3d clcct10QS Rfc neither complete-
ly localized onto single centers nor entirely delocal-
izcd. Indccd, both tbc localized Heisenberg picture
iil which aii individual magnetic iiloiiient is as-
signed to each atom and these are Rlk wed to in-
teract through an e6ecfive exchange parameter J,
and thc itinerant electron theory developed by
Stoncf Rnd implemented 1Q conncct10n %v1th

modern band theory have been invoked to explain
diAcrcnt aspects of thc IDagnctic bchav10f of 110Q,
cobalt, and nickel. Band theory appears to be ade-
quate for the ground-state, zero temperature mag-
netic properties. For instance, spin-polarized band
calculations ' for Fe, Co, and Ni yicM values for
the IDagnctic moments 1Q good agrccIDcnt with ex-
periment. The spin splitting obtained for Fe and
Co is in quite good Rgrccmcnt with that deduced
from angle-resolved photoemission spectra. ' Some
discrepancies do exist, however, for Ni and are the
sub)ect of 1ntcnsc CU1Ycnt dcbatc.

Severe problems arise if one wishes to extend the
itinerant electron model in 8 straightforward
manner to finite temperature and the approach
bfcaks down cntiI'cly f01 thc p81'RIIlagnct1c regime
above the Curie point. IQ Stoncr theory the
cxchangc splitting 1s pfoport10nal to tIle magncti"
zation, so that at T, both the splitting and the
magnetic moments disappear. This approach leads
to calculated values of the Curie temperature
which are an order of magnitude too high and it
also leads to disagreement with Qeutron scattering

fcsUlts which indicate thc cxistcncc of sp1n-wave-
like excitations and hence, of local moments mell
above the Curie temperature. Photoemission exper-
iments below and above the Curie point show
that the exchange splitting persists in the paramag-
netic regime Rnd 8 icccnt theoretical intcfprcta-
t10Q IDRintR1ns that an appropriately dcfincd cx"
change splitting docs Qot have any important, tem-
pciatu1c dependence QcRI' T . Thus bctwccn T
and about 1.4T, it appears that iron is not 8 "nor-
mal»» itinerant paramagnet, lacking local moments,
but rather that the moments persist Rnd exhibit
short-range order, the nct zero magnetization of a
bulk sample being due to a lack of long-range or-
der. A basic problem with Stoncr theory, or fi-
nite-temperature band theory is one of symmetry.
Since all of the atoms must have the same IDo-
ment, the only way to obtain a zero magnetization
for thc sarDple within this theory is to destroy all
of the moments, or equivalently to remove thc ex-
change splitting. Since this requires, for iron, an
energy of about 1.5 eV (15000 K) the calculated
"Curie temperature»» is far too high. The more
Qlodcfn theories of IDRgnetisID fof thc tfRQsition
metals either directly or implicity allow the
translational symmetry of thc lattice to be broken.
The emphasis has shifted to considerations of
short-range order rather than the long-range order
Qcccssafily pfescnt in 8 band calculat10Q.

Itinerant IDagnetism 1s coming to bc vicwcd
Moic RQ«I morc as 8 localize«I phenomenon» %herc
the localization is not strictly at the atomic level
but rather over a relatively small number of atoms.
Onc is dealing with essentially a molecular-type
problem rather than C1ther an atomic one or a
highly delocalized itinerant electron problem. %c
believe that Ultimately a real-space cluster-type ap-
proach would be useful in understanding magne-
tism at finite temperatures, although the small
clusters considered below afc clca11y inadequate fof
the quantitative treatment of any phenomena
whose fangc 1s 181gcr than thc clustcI' diameter

o
(about 5 A) and the calculations are for zero tem-
perature. Nevertheless, as we will argue below,
some insight into certain effects of temperature can
be gained by considering the possible effects of ex-
citations from occupied to empty cluster orbitals.

IQ thc following sections we present Icsults of
SCF-Ja-S% calculations, both Qon-spin-polarized
Rnd spin-polarized, for iron clusters containing
four, n1ne, and Mteen atoms. The electronic and
IDagnctic structure of thc clustcI's w111 bc compared
Rnd contrasted with that yielded by band thcoly
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for bulk iron and where possible with experimental
results. Preliminary accounts of some of the calcu-
lations have already appeared &o, is, 26

II. MODELS, METHODS, AND PARAMETERS

~oi
I
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(a) (c)

FIG. 1. Structure of the clusters (a) Fe4, {b) Fe9, (c)
Fe&5. The numbers refer to groups of symmetry-related
atoms.

The structures of the Fe4, Fe9, and Fe&5 clusters
are depicted in Fig. 1. Fe9 and Fe» correspond to
fragments of a bcc lattice and the normal bulk

0
nearest-neighbor spacing of 2.49 A has been used.
The second-neighbor distance is 2.87 A. The
tetrahedral Fe4 cluster does not correspond to part
of the bcc lattice; nevertheless we include it here as
an example of a very small cluster in order to ob-
tain a better idea of the rate of convergence of the
various properties toward their bulk values and
also to give some indication of the sensitivity of the
various results to structural changes. The Fe-Fe

0
distance was again chosen to be 2.49 A.

The calculations were performed with the self-
consistent-field Xu-scattered-wave molecular-
orbital method which is well documented else-
where. The results in the next section have been
obtained with tangent spheres and include partial
waves up to I =2 in the atomic spheres and up to
I =4 in the outer-sphere region. The exchange
parameter o, was taken from the compilation of
Schwarz and is equal to 0.711 51. There has been
some discussion in the literature' ' ' about
whether the Xa form for the local exchange-
correlation functional is well suited for the quanti-
tative treatment of magnetic systems and, if so,
what value of o; should be used. The recommend-
ed values of a appear to yield overestimates of
the exchange splittings and magnetic moments. In
recent linear combination of atomic orbitals
(LCAO) band calculations, Callaway and Wang'
found that the von Barth —Hedin functional gave
somewhat better agreement for the moments; how-

ever, the Kohn-Sham potential (Xa with a= —, )

yielded somewhat better values for the hyperfine
field. Since there is no concensus we have pre-
ferred to retain the approach which has been used
in past cluster studies and is currently in wide use
for molecules, namely the Xa potential with the
Schwarz values of n. Future work will be aimed at
examining the sensitivity of the results to changes
in the form of the potential; however, since the Xo:
calculations predict the correct type of magnetism
for the different 3d metals, it would appear that the
errors caused by the Xa approximation are of a
quantitative nature (and reasonably small) rather
than qualitative ones.

It has often been found in molecular Xa-SW cal-
culations ' that improved eigenvalues and spectro-
scopic results can be obtained by allowing the
spheres which define the muffin-tin potential to ex-
pand and overlap one another. The possible effects
of allowing overlapping spheres in the more close-
packed case of clusters representing bulk metals
have not heretofore been examined. While intui-
tion would suggest that a strict nonoverlapping
muffin-tin treatment should be more appropriate
for the globular clusters considered here than for
the more open structures often observed in
molecules, the question of the effects of overlapping
spheres does arise. We have therefore carried out
some test calculations in which sphere overlap was
permitted and these will be compared here with the
tangent sphere results in order not to disrupt the
continuity of the next section.

In Fig. 2 we show the energy levels calculated
for the Fe4 cluster with (a) touching spheres, (b)
sphere radii increased by 15%, and (c) sphere radii
increased by 30%. The lowest a, level of case (b)
and a number of levels of case (c) yielded small
negative electron populations for the intersphere re-
gion and, as is usually done in overlapping-sphere
calculations, these were reset to zero and the wave
functions were renormalized. This behavior indi-
cates that a 30%%uo increase in sphere radii is near
the maximum which the method will allow before
overlap errors dominate the numerics. The gross
features of the electronic structure of Fe4 are not
overly sensitive to the value of the sphere radii.
The ordering of the energy levels is similar in all
cases with only a few interchanges of close-lying
levels. All three calculations show a large ex-
change polarization and high net-spin electron
numbers of 2.5 for the touching-sphere case and
3.0 for both overlapping-sphere cases, the difference
being caused by the transfer of one electron from
the 3t2 orbital to 4tz when the spheres overlap.
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FIG. 3. Contour map of the spin density [pt(F)
—pl{r )] for Feq in a plane containing two nuclei and
bisecting the line joining the other two nuclei. (a)
Touch1ng sphc1cs, (b) 30% 1nclcasc of sphcrc rad11.
Dashed lines indicate negative values. The lowest con-
tour shown has the value 0.001 a.u. and adjacent con-
toul's d1ffcr by a factor of 2.

FIG. 2. Orbital cigenvalues from spin-polarized cal-
culations for Fe4. (a) Touching spheres, (b) 15% in-

crease in sphere radii, (c) 30% increase of sphere radii.
The Fermi lcvcl 18 shown by an g rcprcscntlng thc sin-

gle electron which occupies it.

All calculations yield a narrow d band delimited by
the 112 and 2t~ levels, overlapped by levels of
higher s-p character which are representative of the
wide s-p band found for bulk iron. The width of
the d band increases somewhat upon overlap, being

0.12, 0.14, and 0.16 Ry for the majority spin levels

of (a), (b), and (c), respectively. By far the most
sensitive levels are the lowest ones of each spin,

1a&, which move progressively to lower energy as
the sphere radii are increased.

Since in what follows we will be highly con-
ccfIled with Inagnctlc plopcftlcs wc have examined
the effect of overlapping spheres on the spin densi-

ty of Fc4. Plots of thc spin dcnslty, thc difference
in the densities of majority- and minority-spin elec-
trons, are shown in Fig. 3 for a plane containing
two iron atoms and bisecting the line between the
remaining two atoms of the tetrahedron. Figure
3(a) is from the tangent-sphere calculation while

Fig. 3(b) is for the 30% increase in sphere radii.
Again, while there are quantitative differences, the
two calculations yield qualitatively similar results,
namely a dense region of positive spin density sur-
rounding the nuclei and a more diffuse region of
reverse polarization between the atoms and in the
interstitial region. Similar plots for Fel& will be
discussed in detail in the next section.

As a final example of the effects of overlapping
sphcfcs wc show, ln Flg. 4, thc ofbltal clgcnvalucs

ffoIQ non-spin-polRflzcd calculRtlons fof FC15 using
(a) touching spheres and (b) radii increased by
20%. Once again, for the 20% overlap case a few
of the levels have been renormalizcd to remove
negative intersphere-electron populations. The vast

majority of the eigenvalues undergo an approxi-
mately constant upward shift of about 0.1S Ry

00—

la(o

OS

(b)

FIG. 4. Orbital eigenvalues from non-spin-polarized
calculations for Fe~~ (a) touching spheres, (b) sphere ra-
dii increased by 15/o, Unoccupied levels are indicated by
dashed lines. See also Fig. 12.
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when the sphere radii are increased. There are
some interchanges of close-lying levels. The two
most atypical levels are la )g and 1t)„both of
which have high contributions from s and p partial
waves. As in the case of Fe4, the major effect of
overlapping spheres is to move these levels to lower

energy relative to the d band.
In summary, the overlapping-sphere calculations

indicate that the general features, at a semiquanti-
tative level, of the electronic structure of metal
clusters are relatively insensitive to reasonable
amounts of overlap and in what follows we will
discuss only results from tangent-sphere calcula-
tions.

It should be pointed out here that for the case of
FC~5 there are some small differences in the energy-
level spectrum compared with that given in prelim-

inary accounts. ' ' These differences arise for the
following reasons. The calculations reported in the
Ilcxt section werc made with R finer numerical in-

tegration grid than was used in the earlier work
and this can cause small changes in the eigen-
values. For cases like Fe~& where the density of
levels is very high around the Fermi level, these

small changes can modify the occupancy of some
levels, which because of the self-consistent nature
of the calculation causes further changes in the
eigenvalues. In the La method the Fermi statistics
are formally satisfied. In practice, however, it is
not always possible to attain convergence using in-

tegral occupation numbers and strict observance of
the Fermi statistics. One either has to adjust frac-
tional occupation numbers so that all of the par-
tially occupied levels have a common energy,
which defines the Fermi level, or to allow the Fer-
mi statistics to be relaxed to a certain extent. The
practical consequence is that one can achieve a
reasonable degree of convergence for electronic
configurations which differ for one or a few elec-
trons. To be specific, for the FC~5 cluster reported
below, the two highest occupied orbitals are par-
tially occupied. They are the 6eg' level which con-
tains one electron and has an eigenvalue of
—0.4117 Ry and the 4tI„' level which contains two
electrons and has an eigenvalue of —0.4119 Ry. In
the earlier calculations the 6eg' level was empty
and the positions of the eigenvalues were slightly
different from those reported in Ref. 10 and below.
The effects of these changes on the properties of
Fe~q are relatively minor, For example, the aver-

age net-spin electron number per atom which was
previously reported as 2.53 is found to be 2.67 in
the more recent calculations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Convergence towards the bulk

The molecular-orbital energy eigenvalues from
spin-polarized calculations for Fe4 have already
been presented in Fig. 2. Those for Fe9 and Fc~&

are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The
values of a number of key quantities are summa-
rized in Table I where they are compared with
results from band theory and with experimental
values for bulk iron. Comparing Figs. 2, 5, and 6,
and associated information on the wave functions,
onc is Rt flirst stIuck by thc qualitative slmilafltlcs
among the three clusters and also by the high de-

gree of overall resemblance to the results of band
theory (see Refs. 9 and 17). The effects of spin-
polarization are predominant for all of the clusters
as well as for bulk iron. All of ihe clusters are fer-
romagnetic and one can recognize the precursors of
the bulk iron majority- and minority-spin d and sp
bands. For the d bands the exchange splitting, Ae
between corresponding majority- and minority-spin
levels (see Table I and Figs. 2, S, and 6), is of the
same order of magnitude as that of band theory.
The exchange splitting appears to be a very local-
ized property and is not very sensitive to cluster
size. As in band theory Ae„ is not constant over
the d manifold indicating that "rigid-band" argu-
ments should be viewed with caution. Smaller
values of Ae are found near the bottom of the d
band and the largest values are near the middle.
Staying with the d band, we also show in Table I
the positions relative to the Fermi level for the bot-
tom of the d band (i.e., the width of the occupied
part) and estimates of the total d-band widths.
The occupied d-band width increases steadily on
going from Fe4 to Fe9 to FC~5,

' this property is
more sensitive to cluster size than was the ex-
change splitting. For the largest cluster, FC~5, we
obtain, for majority and minority spin, respectively,
about 94% and 85% of the bulk occupied band-
widths as obtained from band theory.

There is some ambiguity in defining the top of
the d band in the cluster results (as there also is in
band theory because of hybridization) the source of
which is best seen by comparing the energy level
spectra for Fe9 and PC~5. In the majority-spin
manifold of Fe9, the levels of predominantly d
character, are delimited by les" ( —0.60 Ry) and
4t,'„(—0.42 Ry). There is then a large gap of
about 0.2 Ry until the unoccupied 4eg' level which
has high contributions from s and p as well as d
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partial waves. The presence of this gap is clearly a
cluster effect; in the band calculations there are
majority-spin states between the Fermi level and a
large spike in the DOS (see below) which occurs
near —1 eV, although the DOS is quite small in

this region. A major difference between Fe9 and

Fe~5 is that this gap is greatly reduced in the latter.
In fact the analogs of the 4e and the close-lying

5tzz levels of Fe9 are the 6e& and 7tzz levels of Pe~5
which lie just at e~. These correspond to highly
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FIG. 6. Orbital eigenvalues from the spin-polarized calculation for Fet5, The dashed line indicates the position of
the Fermi level, which is coincident with the 6e~ (one electron) and 4t t (two electrons) levels. The bottom line shows
the number of electrons of each spin and symmetry type (point group O~) as well as the total number of majority- and
minority-spin electrons.
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TABLE I. Comparison of properties of iron clusters with those of bulk iron. '

Fe4 Fe9
Band

theory' Expt.

2.5" 3.0'
4 4h

3 3h

3 7k

5k

1,6'
2.3'

1.7—3.0
2.6
1.1"

2.9

3 7h

3.8'

2.4"
8t

1.8—3.2
2.7
1.0~

2.12g

9.2'
[(n t n—l )/N] 2.7 2.30
Bottom of s band (f) 6.2 8.2'

{~) 5 4h 8.1'

Bottom of d band (g) 4.5' 4.8 4.6"

{~) 2 91 3.4
Width of d band (t) 2.9,q 4.5" 5.1'

(&) 4.3," 4.5" 6.4'
Range of exchange splitting (d) 1.2 —3.2 1.6—2.7 1.5"
Average exchange splitting (d) 2.5
Exchange splitting (sp) 0.8" 0.2'
' Energies are in eV.

Average net-spin electron number per atom.
' Reference 17, values quoted are for Kohn-Sham (a= —) potential.

Tangent spheres, see text.
' Overlapping spheres, see text.

The von Barth —Hedin potential yields 2.16.
~ Reference 32 including a g factor of 2.09.
" eF-e(1a, ).
' eF —e(I )).

& Reference 33—some uncertainty may exist because of difficulties in locating point of intersection of the spectrum with
base line.
" eF —e(1tp).

6'F —5( 1eg )."eF —e{X)).
" Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy, polycrystalline, Ref. 34. Angle-resolved studies for Fe(111) (Ref. 18) also yield
reasonable agreement with band theory for the width of the occupied d bands at the symmetry point P.' e(2t~ )—&(1t2).
P e(4t &„)—e(1eg ).

)—~(1e )
" e(7t2g) —e{1eg).
' e(X3)—e(X) ).
' e(4t )—e(1e ).
" e(3e„)—e(1eg ).
" e(6eg )—e( leg ).

From angle resolved, photoemission Ref. 18 . The value is for the + point. Band theory yields an exchange sphtting
at this point of 1.3 eV for the von Barth —Hedin potential and 1.6 eV for the Kohn-Sham potential.
" e( la I') —e( 1a,').
~ e(1a i'g) —e(1a &'g).' e(I"))—e(I )).

hybridized de orbitals and represent to a certain
extent the majority-spin bands in the vicinity of the
FcfII11 cncIgy. Thc gap 1s Icduccd from 0.2 Ry fo1

Fe9 to about 0.14 Ry for Fe&5. If more atoms were
added to the cluster this gap would eventually be
occupied by further energy levels representing this
portion of the band structure in more detail.
Hence it is not completely clear whether the top of
the majority-spin cluster d band should be defined
as the energy of the 6t2g level or as that of 7I;2g.

Values for both choices are included in Table I.
The former choice has the advantage of emphasiz-
ing the fact that for the closely spaced d manifolds
(between leg and 6tqg and between 1t )g and 6')
the dispersion is significantly greater for minority
spin in agreement with band theory, w'hile the
latter choice more nearly represents the spread in
energy over which significant contributions from d
partial waves are found. In this case one obtains
about 88% and 70% of the total bulk bandwidths
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for majority and minority spins, respectively.
total bulk bandwidths for majority and minority
splns~ I'cspcctlvcly.

Cluster levds which are precursors of the broad

sp band which overlaps and hybridizes with the d
band can also be identified. These are rather few

and widely spaced so that convergence to a good
representation of the bulk is much slower for the
more ddocalized sp states. The easiest of these lev-

els to isolate is the lowest totally symmetric one
(al under T~ and als under Op, symmetry) which

lies at considerably lower energy than the predom-
inantly d levels. There is only this single cluster
cl(crgy level 111 each spill to rcplcscllt tile sp bRIld

over the energy range between the bottom of the d
band and the bottom of the s band, i.e., R range of
more than 3 CV. Clearly any property of bulk iron
which depends on a good representation of the en-

ergy states in this region will be rather poorly re-
presented by a 15-atom cluster. The spin polariza-
tion of the lowest a lg level is smaller than that for
the d levels but much larger than that found at the
bottom of the s band for bulk iron. The difference
in energy between the lalg level and the bottom of
the d band increases steadily as the number of
atoms in the cluster increases and at the same time
b,e„decreases. Fel5 yields, respectively, about 75%
Rfld 67'%%uo of thc occllplcd mR]ority- Rlld Illlllorlty-

spin s band widths of bulk iron. Since the 10~g
levels are the lowest valence levels of the clusters
and the bottom of the s band at I represents the
lowest valence level in a band calculation there is
natulRl tcndcncy to ldcntlfy 1Q)g with I ). While
the analogy is strong it is not perfect because of' the
diAerent symmetry constraints on the wave func-
tions in the two cases. In a band calculation in-

cluding functions up to I=2, the wave function for
I 1 i.s a Bloch wave composed entirely of s func-
tions. The a &g cluster orbitals are also restricted to
s functions for the central atom; however, ap-
propriate linear combinations ofp and d functions
on the OA-center atoms can be constructed which
transform as u lg and the cluster la lg levels do con-
tain non-negligible contributions from p and. d
waves. For cxaInple, the ratio of s.p:d character
Rvcragcd over Rll 15 atomic spheres for thc 1alg
level of Fel5 is 7.1:1:1.3. Hence, from the points of
view of its energy position, its spin splitting, and
the characteristics of the wave function, the 1alg
level resembles more closely band states which are
somewhat removed from the I point, allowing st
hybridization.

The final property related to the convergence of

the series of clusters shown in Table I is the aver-

age net. -spin electron number per atom. This quan-
tity, like Ae~ to which it is rdated, is reasonably
converged even for the smallest cluster, FC4. The
values are somewhat higher than either those cal-
culated from band theory [with a smaller value of
a(= —, ) or with the von Barth —Hedin potential] or
the experimental value.

Table I Rnd thc above dlscusslon lndlcatc thRt

Fc~5 lcpI'cscnts R reasonably convclged model for the
gross features of the electronic and magnetic struc-
ture of bulk iron. The existence of ferromagnetism,
the value of the magnetic moment, that of the ex-
change spllttlng, thc posltlons and widths of thc
precursors of the majority and minority d and s
bands are all in sufficient agreement with the cor-
responding quantities for the bulk, that a qualita-
tive discussion of the electronic structure of bulk
iron based on the calculations for PC~5 is justified.
%C proceed now to give such a discussion Rnd also
to further delineate the quantitative difkrences be-
tween PC~5 and bulk iron.

B. DOS of Pc~5 and of bulk iron

In Fig. 7 we present the DOS for majority and
minority spin generated from the Fcl5 calculation
by replacing each energy level by a Gaussian of
width parameter 0.2 CV. Figure 8 shows the DOS
from a recent band calculation for ferromagnetic
iron. For the majority-spin DOS of Fel5 we ob-
tain five peaks, labeled 1 —5, below ep, which may
be associated with the features labeled 1 —5 for the
bulk DOS. The cluster and the band DOS show a
reasonable degree of correspondence. As men-
tioned above, the low-lying tail of the DOS corre-
sponding to the bottom part of the sp band is
represented by a single cluster energy level which
gives rise to peak 1. There is structure in both the
cluster and the bulk d-band DOS, the most prom-
inent features of which are three peaks which in-
crease in magnitude as one goes from lower to
higheI' energy. The approximate centers of these
peaks are at —4.6, —3.2, and —1.0 cV for bulk
iron and at —4.3, —3.6, and —2.3 cV for PC~5.
Thus, relative to bulk iron, peaks 2 and 3 for Fcl5
are at about the right energy but somewhat too
close to each other and peak 4 is about an CV too
low. At the Fermi level both the cluster and the
bRIKl calculation lndlcatc R moderate IIlajorlty-spin
DOS. The large separation between peaks 4 and 5
for the cluster is the most noticeable diA'erencc be-
tween the cluster and the band DOS. For minority
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spin the peaks labeled 6—9 are the most prominent
features of both the cluster and the bulk DOS.
Again the relative magnitude and disposition of the
peaks is quite similar in the two calculations. Both
calculations indicate that the majority- and minor-

ity-spin DOS are not simply shifted mirror images

of one another, i.e., that there are significant depar-

tures from the rigid-band model.
The centers of peaks 7—9 are at approximately

—3.0, —1.4, and + 1.6 eV for the band calcula-
tion and at —3.0, —1.0, and + 0.7 eV for the
cluster. The increased width of the valley between

peaks 7 and 8 of the band DOS compared with

that between the corresponding majority-spin peaks
2 and 3 is also present in the cluster DOS. The
Fermi level of the band calculation is situated at
the bottom of the valley between peaks 8 and 9; for
the cluster eF is about 0.3 eV above the bottom of
the valley and the down-spin DOS is relatively

higher than that predicted by band theory. Recent
spin-polarized photoemission experiments for iron

yielded a positive polarization of 60% at threshold

which decreased, but remained positive, with in-

creasing photon energy to reach an asymptotic
value of about 15% for photon energies above 8

eV. This behavior is consistent with the band

DOS; at eF majority spin predominates and if one
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parameter 0.2 eV.

simply integrates the DOS for each spin down-

wards from eF, it is clear from Fig. 8 that for all

energies there will be excess majority spin. For
Fe», on the other hand, we would predict a nega-
tive spin polarization for energies between eF and
about eF —2 eV. Hence, for this particular proper-
ty, Fe» is an inadequate model for bulk iron. It
would clearly be interesting, if one could make a
beam of Fe~& clusters land if the structure was not
too different from the bulklike geometry treated
here) to perform spin-polarized photoemission ex-

periments to verify whether this feature, which dis-
tinguishes Fe» from bulk iron, can, in fact, be ob-
served. It appears that such experiments are
within the realm of possibility and we hope they
will be attempted.

One of the major advantages of the cluster ap-
proach is that the wave functions corresponding to
the various energy levels can be readily generated
and examination of these can yield deeper insight
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into the nature of the bonding. We turn now to a
discussion of the various peaks in the cluster DOS
(and by analogy in the band DOS) in terms of the
nature of the orbitals which contribute to them. In
general the wave functions for corresponding levels
in the up- and down-spin manifolds are not radi-
cally different and also essentially similar to those
from the non-spin-polarized calculation. The most
noticeable differences occur for a few pairs of levels

(4eg, 5es; 4t2g, 5t2g, 5t», 6t~„) which lie close in
energy. The wave functions for up- and down-spin
levels within these pairs do not bear a one-to-one
correspondence to each other. For example, the
spatial part of the 4eg' wave function corresponds
to a combination of 4eg' and 5eg' rather than sim-

ply to 4eg'. Apart from such mixing the only sys-
tematic difference which is apparent from examina-
tion of the wave functions is that for orbitals in-

volving bonding interactions the minority-spin lev-

els are slightly more diffuse than their majority-
spin counterparts as is illustrated for a typical case
in Fig. 9. In an LCAO sense this would corre-
spond to larger overlaps between atomic orbitals
centered on neighboring atoms and is consistent
with the larger width of the minority-spin d band
compared with that of majority spin.

Peaks 1 and 6 in the cluster DOS (Fig. 7) corre-
spond to a single orbital 1a&g which is a bonding
linear combination of a 4s orbital on the central
atom and sdp hybrids on the peripheral atoms.
Based on a partial-wave analysis of the charge
within the muffin-tin spheres, there is about 80%
s, 10%%uo p, and 10% d character. Peaks 2 and 7
each result from four energy levels, leg, 1t2g, 1t~„,
and 2a~g, which are all bonding molecular orbitals.

leg and 1t2g involve d orbitals almost exclusively,
whereas 1t» and 2a~g also have non-negligible
contributions from s and p functions. A total of
ten energy levels contribute to each of the peaks 3
and 8. The associated orbitals still have a high de-

gree of bonding character but less than those asso-

ciated with the lower-energy peaks 2 and 7. Bond-
ing interactions involving d electrons on the central
atom are either absent by symmetry or weak (ex-

cept for the t2s orbitals) so that the predominant
interactions for most of these orbitals involve the
atoms on the periphery of the cluster. Hence,
some of the bonding interactions are between se-
cond-nearest neighbors and would be consequently
weaker. For many of the orbitals of this group
there exist antibonding interactions between some
of the atoms which also reduce the overall bonding
character of the orbital. For the eighteen orbitals
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which give rise to peaks 4 and 9 the degree of
bonding is much less and as one proceeds through
the orbitals contributing to this peak from low en-

ergy to high, antibonding interactions become pro-
gressively more dominant. Finally, at still higher
energy one observes peak 5 which is due to the 6eg
and 7t2g orbitals, which are strongly antibonding
mixtures of d functions on the central atom with

FIG. 9. Contour maps of the (a) 1t ~'„and (b) 1t ~'„

wave functions from the spin-polarized calculation for
Fe~s The plan. e shown is a t 1 10] plane passing
through atoms 1, 2, and 3 of Fig. 1. Dashed lines

represent negative values of the wave function. The
lowest contour has the value 0.01 a.u. and adjacent con-
tours differ by 0.02 a.u. Nuclei lying above the plane
are represented by an )& and those below the plane by
an 0
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spd hybrid functions on the peripheral atoms.
Hence, all of the major features of the DOS can be
characterized in quantum chemical terms and there
is a natural progression from bonding, predom-
inantly s orbitals (peaks 1 and 6) to bonding d orbi-
tals (peaks 2 and 7) to essentially nonbonding (or
weakly bonding or weakly antibonding) tI functions
(pcRks 3 Rlld 8}, to Rntlbondlng tf states (peaks 4
and 9), and finally to antibonding levels involving
both d and s functions (peak S).

(a)

C. Spin density

The degree to which Fei5 represents a good
model for bulk iron can be further quantified by a
comparison of the spin or magnetization density
for the cluster with that deduced from neutron

scattering experiments. 36 Such a comparison is
made in Fig. 10 for a (100) plane which contains
second-nearest neighbors [four atoms of type 2 (see
Fig. 1)]. The experimentally derived magnetization
density of iron is characterized by nearly, but not
quite, spherical regions of very high positive mag-
netization (up to S00 kG) centered at the nuclei
which account for most of the magnetic moments.
There are, however, large regions of small (up to 2
kG) negative magnetization which are approxi-
mately in the shape of interlocking tori centered at
the midpoint of the line joining second neighbors
and perpendicular to that line. One of these
toroldal shaped rcglolls 1s depleted 111 Flg. 10(a).
The regions of positive magnetization {the four sets
of concentric circles} are represented schematical-

ly rather than realistically in order to emphasize
the regions of negative magnetization. The most
negative values are found at the intersections of the
tori and are denoted by the open triangles in Fig.
10(a). The corresponding map generated from the

Fets wave functions is shown in Fig. 10(b). There
is a remarkable degree of similarity to the experi-
mental data. Each iron atom in Fig. 10(b) is sur-

rounded by a region of high positive spin density
and in the middle of the square one observes a re-

gion of negative spin density of the same general
form as that observed experimentally. The most
negative values are at about the same positions as
in Fig. 10(a). Hence, the qualitative features of the
magnetization density of bulk iron are weB repre-
sented by the spin density for these peripheral
atoms of Feis. On a quantitative level the max-
imum positive field calculated for the cluster is
about 380 kG and the largest negative field is
about —1 kG which may be compared to the

f
1 } )
L~

FIG. 10. (a) Representation of the magnetization den-

sity for bulk iron in a t100) plane measured by neutron
scattering. Adapted from Ref. 36. The positive (circu-
lar) contours have been drawn schematically in order to
emphasize the (hatched) region of negative polarization.
The symbols represent the following values of the mag-
netic field: 0, + 1.0+0.3 kG;, —1.0+0.3 kG; 6,
—2.0+0.4 kG. (b) Contour map of the spin density for
Fe~& plotted in a |100) plane containing four atoms of
type 2 (see Fig. 1). Dashed lines represent negative
values of the spin density. The lowest contour has the
value 0.001 a.u. (0.524 kG) and adjacent contours differ
by a factor of 2.

values of 500 and —2 kG for bulk iron. It is clear
from Fig. 10(b) that the positive magnetization re-

gions for Feiq are not spherical; however, since
these are peripheral atoms the inherent anisotropy
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due to the lack of some neighbors prevents us from
making any conclusions about the small observed
anisotropy.

D. Finite temperature

Continuing with the magnetic properties we will

now comment on certain temperature efFects which

in the past have posed severe problems to the exist-

ing theories of magnetism. Some of these can be
given a simple explanation in terms of the calcula-
tion for Fe&5 if one assumes that the only efFect of
a finite temperature is to excite some of the elec-

trons from occupied to vacant levels.
Molecular-field theory has been successfully ap-

plied to explain the magnetic behavior of transition

metals, either from the point of view of localized
electrons (Weiss model) or itinerant electrons (Ston-

er model). However, one major deficiency of the
molecular-field theory is its inability to explain the
apparent difFerence in the magneton number below

and above the Curie temperature. The effective

magneton number for iron below T, deduced from
magnetization measurements is 2.22 (2.11 elec-

trons) and that above T, deduced from susceptibili-

ty versus 1/T measurements is 3.2 (3.06 electrons).
It will be shown below that the Xu cluster model

furnishes a simple explanation for these observa-

tions.
First, it is important to mention the neutron dif-

fraction studies on iron at T & T, by Shull et

al. and by Spooner and Averbach. Two sig-

nificant conclusions among others are the follow-

ing. (a) The small-angle scattering results indicate

the existence of spin clusters above T, In other.
words, short-range ordering of the spins persists

well into the paramagnetic region. For example, at
80'C above T„clusters of atoms with spin correla-

tion are found and the typical size is about 10 A or
45 atoms. (b) The diffuse scattering results indi-

cate that, up to a temperature of about 1000'C (y
phase), the paramagnetic moment is approximately
2.7p~, which is 25/g greater than the moment at
low temperature.

There is, therefore, good reason to think that the
electronic structure of iron in the paramagnetic re-

gion might be more appropriately described by a
cluster model. For the Fei5 cluster, it is clear from

Fig. 6 that the lowest-lying excitations would in-

volve transfer of electrons from the minority-spin
levels just below e~ to the 6eg' and 7t2g levels.
Such excitations would lead to an increase of the
magnetic moment. For the case of full excitation,

four electrons would be transferred to the majority
spin (1 for 6eg, three for 7t2g) and the resultant ef-

fective ferromagnetic electron number would be 3.2
(or 3.34ps). On the other hand, if the excitation is

less complete, a smaller value of n, would be ex-

pected. There is reasonable agreement with the

value of 3.2pq from susceptibility measurements

above T, and 2.7pz from neutron diffraction mea-

surements in the vicinity of T„respectively.
Hence, the cluster model yields a perfectly natural

explanation for these experimental results whereas

either a local moment or a completely itinerant

theory is incapable of so doing. The difficulty of
the (local) Weiss model arises from the assumption

that electrons separate out onto particular atoms
and each atom has a fixed magnetic moment;
therefore, there is no mechanism for changing the
moment as temperature increases. For the itin-

erant Stoner model, although the inconsistency of
the magneton number is less apparent, the short-

comings of this model are fundamentally more seri-

ous, when it is applied to the paramagnetic region.
First of all, the disappearance of spontaneous mag-
netization at T & T, in the band theory incorrectly
implies zero averaged magnetic moment per atom.
Furthermore, since the magnetic moments vanish

in this theory, so does the exchange splitting and,
as mentioned above, this is inconsistent with the
results of photoemission studies.

E. Intrinsic cluster properties

In the above discussion we have dealt with a
number of properties of iron and have pointed out
that the cluster model, and especially Fe~5, can fur-

nish conceptually simple, real-space interpretations
of many of these properties at the semiquantitative
level. %'e also pointed out in passing a fem difFer-

ences between the results for Fe~& and those for
bulk iron. We will now turn to a more detailed
discussion of the intrinsic properties of the cluster.
Indeed clusters would be much less interesting both
from academic and technological points of view if
they mere simply miniaturized versions of the bulk
material. The most prominent difFerences occur in

properties which may be attributed to the various
atoms of the cluster. In Fe» there are three dif-

ferent types of atoms (see Fig. 1) and each is in a
different environment, whereas in a perfect, infinite,
periodic crystal of iron all atoms are equivalent.
Most of the properties discussed above were pre-
sented in terms of average values for the cluster as
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a whole. In Table II we present some properties of
Fei5 which can be analyzed on an atom-by-atom
basis. As usual in Xn-SW calculations there is no
unique way to apportion the charge or spin density
in the intersphere (II) and extra-molecular (III)
volumes among the atoms so we give a separate
entry for regions II and III. It is clear from Table
II that the charge distribution in Fe&5 is not uni-

form; the central atom has about one electron more
than either of the peripheral atoms. Furthermore,
this "extra" electron is predominantly of minority
spin so that the magnetic moment associated with
the central atom is much smaller than those of the
peripheral atoms. The decrease in the magnetic
moment is mainly due to differences in the d-

electron distribution; however there are also non-

negligible contributions from s and p functions.
Overall, as shown by the local configurations given
in Table II, the central atom has a slightly higher s
character and a significantly higher p character
than the peripheral atom. Values for the spin den-

sity at the three different iron nuclei (the contact
hyperfine field) are also given in Table II. The to-
tal field has been broken down into contributions
from the individual core levels and a valence con-

tribution. Comparing with the results of band
theory and experiment one observes that for this
property also there is better agreement for the peri-
pheral atoms both for the total field and also for
the relative sizes of the various contributions. For
the peripheral atoms, the qualitative picture of the
source of the hyperfine field deduced from the clus-
ter calculation is similar to that derived from band
theory. ' ' The largest contributions come from
core polarization with a small negative field arising
from the 1s shell, a large negative field from 2s,
and a partially compensating large positive field for
the 3s shell. The valence contribution is relatively
small and of opposite sign for the nearest and
second-nearest neighbors. This change of sign is
also present in the net contribution of s-type spin
density to the net spin-electron numbers shown in
Table II. The central atom is quite different; here
the largest overall contribution comes from the
valence shell, consistent with the relatively large
(compared to the other two types of atoms) s con-
tribution of —0.05 to the net spin electron number.
To maintain perspective it should be stated that
the hyperfine field is very sensitive to the details of
the electron distribution. For example, Callaway

TABLE II. Analysis of some properties of the Fe» cluster.

Fe'(1) Fe(2) Fe(3) II + III

Number of
valence electrons

Configuration'
nf —nl

total
s

total
s

d

8.04
0.48
0.46
7.11
d 7.0$0.5 0.5

1.15
—0.05
—0.06

1.26

6.97
0.35
0.18
6.44
d7.4 0.4 0.2

2.70
—0.01

0.00
2.71

6.83
0.36
0.12
6.35

d 7.45$0.4 0.15

2.81
0.00
0.00
2.80

15.21

0.37

Spin density
at nucleus —0.01 (—10)

—0.56 (—292)
+0.33 (+ 170)
—0.79 ( —415)
—1.05 (—547)
—0.65 ( —339)

1$

2$

3$

valence
total

expt. total
' See Fig. 1 for numbering of atoms.

Intersphere plus outersphere.
' Normalized to eight electrons.

Values in parentheses are contact hyperfine field in kG.
' Reference 17, Kohn-Sham potential.

Reference 39.

—0.05 ( —24)
—1.27 (—664)
+0.65 (+ 335)
—0.10 ( —53)
—0.77 ( —406)

—0.05 ( —25)
—1.29 ( —675)
+0.65 (+ 341)

+ 0.14 (+ 74)
—0.55 (—286)

Band theory'
—0.13 ( —68)
—0.86 ( —450)
+ 0.53 (+ 278)
—0.20 ( —105)
—0.66 (—346)
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fylng thc Fermi statistics could not bc obta1ned us-

ing integral occupation numbers so that the cluster
Fermi energy is defined by three partially occupied
quasidegenerate levels, 2a2„, 5eg, and St2g which
contain 0.5, 1.0, and D.S electrons, respectively.
This is a result of the relatively large number of
clgcnvRlucs near Ep and R11cady plov1dcs some 1n-
dication that electron spin flips should be obtain-
able with relatively smaH increases in kinetic ener-
gy. The DOS.generated from these levels is shown
in Fig. 13. The overall structure is quite similar to
those already discussed for ferromagnetic Fe15 (Fig.
7} jf allowance is made for differential shifts in the
peaks duc to spin-polRrizat1on of thc ordcl of Rn
CV or so. The important point for our present pur-
poses is that the Fermi level is very near the abso-
lute maximum in the DOS so that one of the in-
gredients N(eF ) of the Stoner criterion, Eq. (3), is
large. The fact that I(eF) is also large can be
better understood by examining the wave functions
for the 2a2„, 5es, and 5IIS levels (and also for other
close-lying levels). Some representative plots are
shown in Fig. 14. These orbitals are all highly an-
tibonding and hence more strongly localized than
are bonding orbitals. (Assuming the node is at a
bond midpoint, then an antibonding orbital is zero
there, whereas a corresponding bonding orbital has
some finite value. If the two functions are properly
normalized then the antibonding function must
take on higher values than the bonding function
over much of the atomic volume. Hence it is more
strongly peaked, or viewed another way, more rap-
idly varying 1n accord with its h1gheI' k1netic ener-
gy. ) To understand why relatively sharply peaked
functions should lead to larger values of the Stoner
parameter we again follow Ounnarsson. One can
evaluate Eq. 2 for e=e~ and after some variable
changes the following equation is obtained:

Fe,5

(iso)

%55~'~~»

& /f(l
( (~~=&«I,

1 + j

/

«(~&i

/ $g~ J /

( y II/(Px~

~~] 2jP~~) g

/(i-

{

' {«&-
(-~g~)}V r

where 4(r, eF) =r&2(r, eF). One can consider the
integral in (4) as a weighted average of the function
(r, /r) 5(r, )4 (r, eF) with the normalized weight-
1Ilg functloll, 4 (r, GF). A detaIled aIlalysls shows
that N varies more strongly than the other func-
tions. If 4 has a strong peak then those regions of
r near the peak wiH receive high weights in the in-
tegral. But the remaining part of the integrand
also contains a term 4 which is large near the

FIG. 14. Contour maps of the (a) 2a2„, (1) 5eg, and (c)
512g wave functions from the non-spin-polarized calcula-
tion for Fe15 illustrating the antibonding character of the
levels near eF. See Fig. 9 for details.
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peak so that one will weight more heavily the
larger values of (r, lr) 5(r, )C& (r, et, ). Hence
overall, wave functions which are relatively local-
ized in some region of space will tend to yield large
values of I, which is consistent with the intuitive
idea that exchange interactions are greater for elec-
trons which are constrained to be closer to each
other.

From the above, one can state quite simply that
the basic feature of a paramagnetic metal which
determines that it possesses a ferromagnetic insta-
bility is the presence of a high density of antibond-
ing states at the Fermi level. Paramagnetic Fe&5,
like bulk paramagnetic iron has this feature.

IV. SUMMARY

The principal conclusions of this work may be
summarized as follows.

(1) The gross features of the electronic and mag-
netic structure of even very small iron clusters are
essentially similar to those of bulk iron. Fe4, Fe9,
and Pe~5 all show the large exchange splittings and
magnetic moment characteristic of the bulk.

(2) Other quantities such as the widths of the d
and sp bands and some other details of the density
of states converge more slowly so that for a more
detailed discussion of the properties of bulk iron,
Feiq is a significantly better model than the smaller
clusters.

(3) A detailed comparison of the electronic struc-
ture of Fei5 with that of bulk iron has been made.
All of the major features of the bulk density of
states are present at approximately the same ener-
gies for Fe&5.

(4) The major peaks in the DOS may be assigned
to orbitals of different chemical bonding types. In
order of increasing energy these are (i) bonding,
predominately sp orbitals, (ii) bonding d orbitals,
(iii) essentially nonbonding d functions, (iv) anti-
bonding d functions, and (v) antibonding levels in-

volving s and p as well as d orbitals.

(5) Spin-density maps for some peripheral atoms
of FeI5 are in essential agreement with those
derived from neutron scattering.

(6) The experimental observation that the mag-
netic moments increase above the Curie tempera-
ture has been rationalized in terms of thermal exci-
tations from cluster orbitals of minority spin to
those of majority spin.

(7) The peripheral atoms of Feis have hyperftne
fields which are in reasonable agreement with those
calculated from band theory and also with experi-
ment. The contributions from individual core lev-
els and from the valence shell are also consistent
with calculations for bulk iron.

(g) While Fe, 5 is a useful model for several prop-
erties of bulk iron it also possesses some interesting
intrinsic cluster properties. Most of these arise
from the different environments of the central atom
and the peripheral atoms which yield somewhat
difFerent values for those properties which may be
assigned to individual atoms. These include the
charge, the magnetic moment, the hyperfine field,
and the local density of states.

(9) Non-spin-polarized calculations for Fe|5 have
yielded a rationalization in the spirit of the Stoner
theory, for the ferromagnetic instability of para-
magnetic iron. A qualitative "Stoner criterion" for
a cluster may be formulated in the statement that
ferromagnetism should occur for those paramag-
netic clusters which have a high density of anti-
bonding states at the Fermi level. Similar non-
spin-polarized calculations for other para-, ferro-,
and antiferromagnetic metals should yield a deeper
insight into why certain metals are magnetic and
others are not.
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